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Biography
Professor Osburg’s research is broadly concerned with the relationship between market economies and systems
of cultural value, affect, and morality. From 2003 to 2006, he conducted ethnographic fieldwork with a group
of wealthy entrepreneurs in southwest China, examining practices of network building and deal making
between businesspeople and government officials. Networks of elite entrepreneurs and state officials have
exerted increasing dominance over many aspects of Chinese commerce and politics since the start of economic
reforms in the late 70’s. Osburg examines how these networks were forged and maintained through ritualized
entertaining and the informal moral codes through which they operated.
In 2018, Osburg was awarded a two-year Andrew Carnegie Fellowship which will support a project titled,
“Spiritual Crisis and Moral Transformation in Post-Mao China.” This research examines the emergence of new
forms of spirituality and religiosity in urban China, with a particular focus on the growing numbers of Han
Chinese practitioners of Tibetan Buddhism. The project will consider the ways in which these new forms of
religious belief engender broader transformations in Chinese society: How will this spiritual turn among
affluent Chinese, which has emerged right as China is poised to become an economic and political superpower,
affect their political attitudes, philanthropic practices, environmental consciousness, and social activism, and
how will this transformation impact the world beyond China?
Osburg’s research has been supported by the ACLS, The Henry Luce Foundation, the Chiang-Ching Kuo
Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange, the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Department of
Education, the Social Science Research Council, and the Wenner-Gren Foundation. Prior to coming to
Rochester, Professor Osburg was a Postdoctoral Fellow in Chinese Studies at Stanford University.

Areas of Expertise
Entrepreurship in China, Chinese Society, Contemporary China, Masculinity , China, Consumerism, Political
Corruption, Wealth in China

Education
University of Chicago
PhD Anthropology
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